Kinetics and stoichiometric measurements based on the reactions of stable free radicals are among the most employed procedures in the evaluation of antioxidant activities of pure compounds and complex mixtures. In the present work it is shown that initial rates of diphenyl-picryl hydrazyl (DPPH) consumption elicited by cinnamic acid derivatives are closely related to their reactivity towards peroxyl radicals. This implies that kinetic data regarding DPPH bleaching can be useful on the evaluation of antioxidant reactivities. On the other hand, data obtained at a single (long) reaction time are unrelated to the reactivity of the antioxidants and mostly reflect the number of phenol groups present in the tested sample
INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of the capacity of a given compound (free radical scavenger or antioxidant) to remove biological relevant radicals (ROS or NOS) is a matter of great interest. Similarly, much effort has been devoted to determine in a single assay the total antioxidant capacity (or activity) of complex mixtures (biological fluids, fruits, vegetables, juices, wine, etc.) and a number of reviews has been dedicated to discuss the data and the advantages and limitations of the different methodologies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Among these methodologies, preferential attention has been paid to techniques based on the consumption of stable free radicals: DPPH 7, 8 , galvinoxyl 9 , and ABTS derived radical cation 10 . These methodologies have the advantage of their experimental simplicity but suffer from important limitations. In the first place, the employed radicals are widely different than those of interest in biology, pharmacology and food chemistry. Secondly, the kinetics involved is complex 11, 12 , making not straightforward the interpretation and the meaning of the obtained results.
Among the stable radicals most employed in the evaluation of antioxidants activity stands DPPH, whose consumption promoted by antioxidants can be easily followed by the bleaching of its absorbance at 515-520 nm. 13 The radical removing activity of a given compound or a complex mixture is then estimated from kinetic measurements 14, 15 and/or for stoichiometric evaluations. In particular, it is widely employed the EC 50 parameter defined as the amount of antioxidants that, at a fixed time, bleaches half of the initial DPPH absorbance. In order to consider both the reactivity and stoichiometry of the tested sample it has been proposed an index that includes the EC 50 and the time required to reach the plateau at the EC 50 concentration 16, 17 . In the present work we discuss the validity of the proposed methodologies, with particular emphasis on the information that can be derived from kinetic evaluations of the rate of DPPH bleaching and the stoichiometry of the process. This is a conflicting subject and even there are not consensus regarding how to estimate the "final" DPPH 24 or reaching a plateau 25 or a steady state condition 26, 27 .
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Cinnamic acids derivatives and DPPH (Aldrich) and ethanol (p.a. Merck) were employed as received. Stock solutions of the acids and DPPH were prepared daily in ethanol. The reaction was followed by measuring te decay of DPPH absorbance at 517 nm in a spectrophotometer (Unicam). A small aliquot of the cinnamic acid derivative solution was added to a cell containing DPPH (75 µM) in ethanol. After a fast mixing the absorption of the sample was continuously measured (delay time 10 s) during 20 minutes. All measurements were carried out at room temperature (18 ºC).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Typical results regarding DPPH consumption are given in Figure 1 . Consumption of DPPH by phenols frequently does not follow a simple mono-exponential decay. In general, a fast decay is followed by a much smaller rate of consumption (See Figure 1 and Ref 19 ) . In order to evaluate the rate constant of the process, we empirically fit the data to a bi-exponential decay:
where A are the amplitudes, Г 1 and Г 2 are the lifetimes associated to the fast and slow decays and A ∞ takes into account the unreacted DPPH at "infinite" time .
The bleaching rate, extrapolated to "zero" time, is given by
and a bimolecular rate constant (k b ) can be defined as
were A 0 is the absorbance of the solution prior the antioxidant addition, corrected by the dilution associated to its incorporation, and [XOH] is the e-mail: eduardo.lissi@usach.cl scavengers initial concentration. Average values of the bimolecular rate constants obtained are given in Table 1 . Fitting of the data to a bimolecular process is sensible to the experimental procedure employed. Working under pseudo first order conditions, Madsen et al. found a rather erratic dependence of the second order rate constant with the antioxidant concentration. 12 On the other hand, Foti et al., 24 reported a systematic decrease in rate constants when the substrate concentration increases. The authors attributed this peculiar effect to electron transfer processes, concluding that the reactivity of the compound towards ROS, in particular peroxyl radicals, cannot be related to the rate of their reaction with DPPH radicals. A milder position is taken by Nanjo et al. 28 who concluded that reactivity with DPPH may or may not permit a clear cut definition of the radical scavenging abilities or antioxidant effects of a given compound. In the present work, where the rate constant is derived from initial consumption rates measured at different substrate concentrations, the obtained values of the second order rate constants were barely dependent on the concentration in the accessible range (see Table  1 ). These differences point to the complexity of the reaction and the difficulty in comparison of data obtained in different laboratories employing different experimental conditions and data treatment procedures..
The values of k given in Table 1 correlate with the reactivity of the cinnamic acid derivatives towards peroxyl radicals: sinapic > caffeic > ferulic > coumaric, obtained in radical promoted oxidations of the acids 29 . This is emphasized by the data plotted in Fig. 2 .
Butovic et al. 31 measured the rate of reaction of several flavonoids with DPPH. Working in pseudo first order conditions (excess of flavonoid) they were able to derive the second order rate constants. The values range from 4.4 x 10 3 to 0,1 M -1 s -1 for quercetagein to apigenin, respectively. This emphasizes the great sensitivity of the kinetic process to the scavenger structure 19 . On the other hand, stoichiometric factors derived from titration experiments were rather similar for all the compounds considered.
Stoichiometry of the process and total number of DPPH molecules bleached by pure compounds and/or complex mixtures of antioxidants.
Frequently the antioxidant capacity of complex samples is estimated from evaluations of DPPH consumption at a fixed time (10 or 15 minutes), measured at a very long time, at the end of the initial fast reaction 24 , at the plateau or at the steady state 13, 17, 25, 32 , or extrapolated to "infinite" time. We have chosen this last procedure in order to avoid the uncertainty associated to a visual estimation of the steady state conditions. The data obtained can be generally well represented by a bi-exponential decay (See Figure 1) . This allows the evaluation of the fraction of DPPH reacted at infinite time (F ∞ ) from
It must be emphasized that in all these evaluations, and particularly those taken at very long reaction times, the relevant parameter is the amount of phenols in the complex sample and/or the number of phenolyc groups in the tested compounds, and not the reactivity of the compound towards DPPH radicals. It is then not expected a relationship between kinetic and stoichiometric evaluations. On the other hand, it is expected, and frequently found, good correlations between the number of hydroxyl groups in a compound and EC 50 values 16 . In complex mixtures it is frequently found a relationship between the amounts of total phenols titrated by Folin's method and the amount of DPPH molecules bleached 33, 34 , in particular, with EC 50 values 26, 35 . An example of this relationship is provided by data obtained on the antioxidant activity of guaya fruit extracts (Figure 3 Table 1 for DPPH and those estimated for peroxy radicals reactions with the hydroxycinnamic acids The large slope of the plot is attributable to the smaller reactivity (and hence larger selectivity) of the DPPH radical. This allows concluding that the initial rates of DPPH consumption are related to the reactivity of the tested compound towards peroxyl radicals. If this is extrapolated to complex mixtures, the initial rates of DPPH consumption should be determined by the quantity and reactivity of the antioxidants present in the sample. However, it must be considered that the occurrence of cross reactions in complex mixtures makes much more complex the interpretation of the results 29, 30 . . A fair correlation between total phenols and DPPH bleaching capacity after 10 minutes of reaction has also been reported for Peruvian wines 39 (R 2 = 0.819, N = 13), and extracts of Anacardium occidentale 40 ( R 2 = 0.67, N = 7). Remarkably, the stoichiometric character of these data is reinforced by the similarity between the values of total phenols and DPPH consumption. Similar conclusions have been reached employing the bleaching of ABTS radical cation as a measure of the additive antioxidant activity 10 .
The lack of kinetic information provided by consumption measurements at long times can be also established from a comparison or the number of DPPH molecules consumed by each antioxidant (n) and the time needed to reach the steady state condition. Data reported by Nenadis et al. 32 stress this point (Fig 4) 
CONCLUSIONS
The initial rate of DPPH consumption promoted by cinnamic acid derivatives correlates with their reactivities towards peroxyl radicals.
DPPH consumption, measured to a single (long) reaction time is unrelated to the reactivity of the additives. The stoichiometry of the process (n) is then almost unrelated to the reactivity of the compound considered, but is influenced by the number of hydroxyl groups and the experimental conditions employed and, in particular, by the time at which the "total" DPPH consumption is evaluated. Brad-Williams et al. 13 reported that the number of reduced DPPH molecules was 1.16 and 4.54 for ferulic and caffeic acids, respectively. Bondet et al. 7 reported 2.8 DPPH radicals consumed by each BHT molecule incorporated into the system. The large number reported for caffeic acid is compatible with the data obtained in the present work and points to the relevance of secondary reactions 38 , particularly at long reaction times. Stoichiometries obtained for the reaction of DPPH and cinnamic acids are collected in Table 2 . Differences are attributable to the different techniques employed and, for slow reacting compounds (ferulic acid), to the incompleteness of the process after 20 minutes of reaction. This incomplete consumption is explainable both in terms of a slow initial step and/or to the reversibility of the secondary reactions when compounds of low reactivity are considered. 42 
